There have been recent attempts to identify emerging technologies by using topic-based analysis, but many of them have methodological deficiencies. First, analyses are unsupervised, and unsupervised methods cannot incorporate supervised knowledge that is needed to better identify technological domains. Second, those methods lack semantic interpretation, as many of them still remain at word-level analyses, we developed a novel technologyidentification method that uses a semi-supervised topic clustering model (Labeled Dirichlet Multi Mixture model) to integrate technological domain knowledge. The model also generates a sentence-level semantic technological topic description through the topic description method (Various-aspects Sentence-level Description) on information extraction. We used this novel method to analyze the technology of the 3D printing industry, and successfully identified emerging technologies by differentiating new topics from the traditional topics, the results effectively demonstrated the semantic technological topic description by showing sentences. This method could be of great interest to technology forecasters and relevant policy-makers.
Introduction
There is existing research that attempts to identify emerging technological topics such as technological topic classification , major research themes identification (Lu and Liu 2016) , or subject classification (Zhang et al. 2016) . These works aim to study the structure of medium-large-sized document sets or monitor the evolution of research fields and topics at local to global levels (Heeffer and Thijs 2017; Boyack 2017; Wang et al. 2018a) . We refer to these methods, collectively, as technological topic segmentation in this paper. These literatures usually use word/citation-based methods that include topic trends (Watts and Porter 2003; Guo et al. 2011; De Rassenfosse et al. 2013) , co-word (Furukawa et al. 2015) or term-clumping (Zhang et al. 2014) , citation or co-citations (Leydesdorff and Rafols 2009; Zhou et al. 2019; Kajikawa and Takeda 2008; Shibata et al. 2011; Cho and Shih 2011; Kong et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2016 Zhou et al. , 2018 , and combinations of these methods (Zhang et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2018b; Small et al. 2014; Breitzman and Thomas 2015) . However, these methods have some limitations, depicted as follows: (1) The methods are word-or citation-based, and they have limited capability to utilize the semantic information that is embedded in the publications and patents. This requires integration of natural language processing (NLP) technologies and machine learning algorithms for scalable data processing (Kong et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2016) . (2) The terminologies of technology fields are dynamic and keep changing. These methods mainly deal with existing topics, and the elicitation of new technological topics from existing ones remains difficult (Rotolo et al. 2015) .
Some recent studies have used text-mining methods to identify new technological terms. These methods do not rely on the traditional word/citation data, and can be used for a variety of semantic analyses not limited to existing technological topics. For example, some methods have used unsupervised text-clustering methods to identify the characteristics of diffused technological topics (Wang and Koopman 2017; Yau et al. 2014; Roche et al. 2010 ). In addition, some methods have used topic models to achieve topic segmentation Jeong and Song 2014; Ding 2011) . However, existing topic model and text-clustering methods identify topics without combining and contrasting them with existing topics, and they are unsupervised. It cannot determine whether the identified topics are newly emerged (Waltman et al. 2010) , and cannot integrated technological domain knowledge for a better clustering.
In order to address these problems, supervised classification methods that integrate existing domain knowledge have also been tentatively used in recent years, such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and neural networks (Kong et al. 2017; Venugopalan and Rai 2015; Kim and Choi 2014; Kim et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2019) . These methods are suitable for analyzing existing topics but are unable to identify new topics that are beyond the scope of existing classification categories. Therefore, a novel method that combines supervised machine learning with unsupervised methods may be very useful to identify new technological topics, in order to fully utilize the advantages of both methods-integrating domain knowledge with supervised learning and discovering new/uncertain topics with unsupervised ones. In addition, this novel method needs to distinguish between the new topics and old ones in order to better identify the newly emerged technologies-this needs the advanced semantic description method in sentence-level, rather than the traditional keyword-based methods that cannot differentiate topics in the same technological field that often contain similar vocabulary.
Therefore, this paper proposes a novel method that combines a semi-supervised clustering model for topic segmentation and a sentence-level semantic description method for topic description. In the process of topic segmentation, a semi-supervised text-clustering model, the Labeled Dirichlet Multi Mixture (Labeled-DMM or LDMM), is used to integrate domain knowledge into technological segmentation processes, and the topics generated by topic segmentation are compared with the old topic list to identify the new ones. In the process of topic description, the Various-aspects Sentence-level Description information extraction method (VSD) is used to extract topics' semantic description at the sentence-level. This description is more explicit and specific compared to the word-level description generated by traditional keyword-based method, and it can elicit different topics by comparing to old ones-this is crucial to find emerging topics. This paper selects 3D printing technology as the case study to use the novel method for identifying emerging topics, and the results show this method is valid. This study contributes to literature by proposing a novel semi-supervised topic clustering model; in addition, it also integrates a process of topic extraction at the sentence-level, which extracts the semantic content of topics that help to better identify new topics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. "Literature review" section briefly presents the literature review. "Methodology" section proposes the methodology. "Case study" section analyzes the case study of 3D printing technology. "Conclusions" section concludes the paper.
Literature review
Technological topic segmentation has variable approaches. Keyword occurrence and coword occurrence are common (Lee 2008; Hofer et al. 2010; An and Wu 2011; Schiebel et al. 2010 ). This method extracts keywords provided by the publication author or obtained from the title as a technological topic. These methods are simple and effective, but they are vulnerable to the inconsistent value of the keywords. Also, the description of the topic consists of a single word or phrase, which is often inadequate for interpretation. Citation analysis is another common type of technological topic segmentation method (Boyack and Klavans 2010; Small et al. 2014; Ding 2011; Upham and Small 2010) . This method is usually based on the references or citation relationships between articles. The articles are clustered in different categories, and the resulting categories are regarded as technological topics. This method is widely used but its value is limited by the citation relationships. The generated categories cannot directly provide a description of this category. Technological topic segmentation based on text mining differs from these two methods because it analyzes potential technological topics through the semantic relationship of texts. Wang et al. (2014) uses LDA model for identifying underlying topic structures based on the latent relationships of technological words extracted.
Their study reveals emerging hot spots of LTE technology. Jeong and Song (2014) used a topic model to estimate the optimal time gaps among three resources (papers, patents, and web news articles) in two research domains, computer science and medical science. Yau et al. (2014) clustered scientific documents with topic modeling and used the method to identify energy technology topics. These methods do not rely on keywords or citation relationships. However, they have the problems previously described. Machine learning has provided many semi-supervised topic models or text clustering methods. These methods have great potential for solving segmentation process problems. Andrzejewski et al. (2009) proposed the DF-LDA. This is a supervised model and the result can be influenced by cooccurrence of word pairs. LTM was proposed by Chen and Liu (2014) . LTM was the first lifelong-learning topic model that could learn from historical data to obtain field information for a new round of topic modeling. Nigam et al. (2000) used the Dirichlet multi mixture (DMM) model with labeled and unlabeled documents for documents division. Chen and Liu (2014) combined the representation learning process and the K-means clustering process and used labeled and unlabeled data to implement short text clustering. By using domain knowledge as supervisory knowledge, these methods can be used to implement 1 3 the segmentation process better with domain knowledge. The development of information extraction also has great reference value for solving problems in the description process. Angeli et al. (2015) used leveraging linguistic structure mining subject-action-object like semantic relations. SAO (subject-action-object) based method is also used in patent analysis for technology planning, identifying patent infringement and identifying technological trends (Choi et al. 2012; Park et al. 2012; Yoon and Kim 2011) . Wu and Weld (2010) used heuristic matches between Wikipedia info box attribute values and corresponding sentences to construct training data. They noted good performance for open information extraction. By mining the various description aspects of a technology in the text, a more comprehensive technological topic description can be generated.
Methodology
This section presents the overall research process, particularly focusing on semi-supervised topic clustering model and sentence-level semantics description method to identify the emerging technology topics from traditional technology topics.
Overall research process
In order to carry out the analysis, the overall research process is shown in Fig. 1 . The method uses traditional technological topics and the corresponding labeled document as supervision data. Topic segmentation is implemented using the semi-supervised text clustering Labeled-DMM. Among the segmentation results, the supervised clusters matter of labeled data will automatically correspond to the traditional technological topics. Clusters without labeled data will form unsupervised clusters. The sentence-level semantics descriptions of these unsupervised clusters are generated by the information extraction based Various-aspects Sentence-level Description method (VSD). Together, these clusters and descriptions constitute new technological topics. By comparing the traditional technological topics with the newly generated technological topics, emerging technological topics can be discovered. There are three main steps in the process:
• Selection of Traditional Technological topics and acquisition of corresponding labeled data.
• Topic segmentation based on semi-supervised text clustering model Labeled-DMM.
• Information extraction-based sentence-level semantics topic description generating method, VSD.
Data and traditional technological topics
The first step of the method is to obtain the raw documents and labeled data for the supervised clustering part. These topics can be obtained from the results of a technological topic segmentation, expert knowledge, a literature review, or existing popular classification criteria such as WOS classification or IPC. In selecting technical topics, the degree of coincidence between technological topics should be ensured. For example, rapid prototyping technology includes stereolithography technology, so these two technologies should not appear in the same segmentation process. Topic-related documents can be obtained by searching the database or labeling by technical experts. Technological topics and corresponding label data were used as the domain knowledge to guide the entire segmentation process. The selection criteria of traditional technological topics have a great influence on the generated topics. Clusters with supervised data will directly correspond to traditional technological topics. Selecting different traditional technological topics and labeled data, unsupervised clusters may also vary greatly. In practical applications, suitable technological topics should be selected according to the specific scenario to be analyzed. For example, using 3D printing technology as the research subject, if the entire production process is of interest, technological topics can be divided into materials/processes/equipment/ applications. If a specific process is of interest, technological topics can be divided into Electron Beam Melting/Fused Deposition Modeling/Selective Laser Sintering/Stereolithography.
In this study, both raw documents and labeled data are from scientific articles obtained from the WOS database. The sector analyzed was the technology of 3D printing. The term "3D printing" commonly refers to additive manufacturing (AM). Traditional technological topics were selected according to an overview paper on additive manufacturing written by Wong and Hernandez (2012) . In this paper, nine kinds of AM processes were noted and these processes are used as technological topics. The category of labeled data is determined by traditional technological topics. Search literature for each technological topic before 2012 (inclusive) in WOS. Select the literature type as article and search date as March 12, 2018. The abstracts are extracted after the articles are downloaded. Remove the invalid and duplicate abstracts and use the remaining abstracts as labeled data. Search formula and quantity of labeled data is shown in Table 1 .
Retrieve the literature for TS = "Additive Manufacturing" in 2013-2017, select literature type as article, and search date is March 12, 2018. Extract abstracts after downloading as raw documents to be segmented (total of 5019 abstracts). In these documents, 20 documents for each topic, including SLA, FDM, SLS, and EBM, were manually labeled to test the effectiveness of semi-supervised clustering.
Semi-supervised text clustering Labeled-DMM
To identify the emerging technology topics from traditional technology topics, we chose the unsupervised text clustering model Gibbs Sampling algorithm for the Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (GSDMM) and improved it to form a semi-supervised text clustering model Labeled-DMM. The GSDMM model is a probabilistic generative model proposed by Yin and Wang (2014) . The model is more efficient to solve by Gibbs Sampling, and has good performance in short text clustering (it can cope with the sparse and high-dimensional problem of short texts). The GSDMM model is an unsupervised model shown in Fig. 2a . Assume that the documents to be segmented have k implicit clusters. In the Gibbs sampling process, the implicit topic of each document is sampled under the k topics during each iteration. After all iterations are completed, the sample expectation is the document's implicit cluster. The original GSDMM sampling formula is shown in formula (1). The meanings of variables in the formula are shown in Table 2 . 
Number of occurrences of word w in document d
Since the model is unsupervised and cannot directly apply domain knowledge, improvements are made to the model. Input data is divided into two categories, supervised documents and documents to be segmented. Supervised documents contain known topic labels. Each document can have multiple topics, but must have at least one topic. The documents to be segmented have no known topic labels. Enable supervised document to be sampled only under known topic labels it contains. By limiting the sampling topic range, supervision documents will be divided into expected topics. For unlabeled documents whose topic distribution is similar to the supervised documents, the probability of being assigned to the corresponding topic also increases. The sampling process is limited by adding the parameter . The improved semi-supervised model is named Labeled-DMM. The graphical model of Labeled-DMM is shown in Fig. 2b . The sampling formula for Labeled-DMM is Using Gibbs Sampling to solve the model, the entire solution process is as Table 3 shows:
Sentence-level semantics description generating method VSD
To describe technological topics more comprehensively and reflect the difference between topics, we propose a sentence-level semantics technological topic description generating method VSD. The description generated by this method is divided into three parts (Fig. 3 ):
• Technology names and common terms • Methods or equipment used by the technology.
• Phrases describing the differences between technological topics.
Mining the noun phrases in the three parts of all documents under a topic and combining these phrases into sentences through rules. Noun phrases are mined by the N-gram method. N-gram refers to the sequence of N items in a given piece of text or speech. When the item is a word, a sequence formed by N words that are always consecutive can be found. When the last word of the N words is a noun, the sequence has a high probability of being a notional noun phrase.
The first part of the description is the technology name and common terms. The excavated noun phrases are sorted according to the frequency of occurrence. The Noun phrases
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and topic z is not in label list 1 else mined are sorted by frequency of occurrence. The phrase with the highest number of occurrences is used as the technology name, and the other n high-frequency words are used as common terms. The second part is the method or equipment used by the technology. These phrases are mined by the OpenIE method. OpenIE is a type of information extraction method designed to extract relation triples from sentences. For instance, in the sentence "Einstein constructed the theory of relativity", a subject-relation-object triple, Einstein/constructed/the theory of relativity, can be extracted. This method has been used for the construction of knowledge maps. In all relation triples under a topic, extract triples whose relations is use/apply/employ. The objects of these triples have a high probability of describing the method or equipment that will used in this technology. There are a total of m such phrases, called the method phrases. The third part is phrases that describe the differences between technologies. The topic descriptions mined through the first two parts may appear to be very similar, and these similar topics need to be distinguished. Assume that all Noun phrases mined under a topic constitute a large document, and K topics correspond to K large documents. Use TF-IDF to assign weights to phrases in large documents. TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) is a commonly used weighting method. TF is high, indicating that the phrases appears frequently in the document. High IDF indicates that the phrases are highly discriminating between documents. After being weighted by TF-IDF, phrases that are important within the document and are discriminating between documents will get higher weights. Take the p words with the highest TF-IDF weights in the topic as high TF-IDF phrases, and the q words with the highest weight of all other topics as the low TF-IDF phrases in the topic. To increase discriminability, high TF-IDF phrases are phrases that appear only in this topic, and low TF-IDF phrases remove phrases that appear in the topic. Finally, sentence-level semantics technological topic description takes the following format:
This Cluster is technology name. This technology involves n* common terms, etc. It usually use method or equipment like m* method phrase. It differs from other technologies in that it is more focused on p* high TF-IDF phrases, while less talking about q* low TF-IDF phrases.
Case study
The 3D printing technology is an important component of industrial development and manufacturing. This paper uses the 3D printing sector as an example to verify that the proposed method can identify emergency topics in scientometric analysis. 
Segmentation result
The semi-supervised text clustering method Labeled-DMM was used to segment the AM technology related literature. The clustering metrics H-C-V were used to evaluate the results of the segmentation. The data used in the evaluation are 80 manually-labeled articles. In H-C-V metrics,
• Homogeneity (H), describes whether the data in a result cluster belongs to the same topic.
• Completeness (C) describes the situation where data originally belonging to the same topic still belong to the same topic in the result cluster.
• V-measure (V-m), is a balance metric of the H and C metrics.
Here, we directly used the H-C-V metrics analysis tool provided by sk-learn to calculate the final metrics. The number of initial K clusters needs to be set during the segmentation process According to GSDMM, the number of final clusters can be automatically determined. To verify whether this characteristic is retained after improving to semi-supervised, the cases of K = 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 are discussed. We set the super-parameter of the GSDMM as = 0.1 and = 0.05 , then repeated the clustering 10 times in each case and determined the average of the evaluation metrics. The topics were segmented using our Table 4 . Table 4 shows that the final clustering metrics are similar in the five levels of K. This result shows that when K is much larger than the expected clusters, the K value has little effect on the segmentation result. The average of the metrics in our semi-supervised text clustering method and the traditional unsupervised method is shown in Fig. 4 . The table and figure show that the segmentation metrics are improved after addition of the supervised data. The addition of domain knowledge improved the segmentation results. This supports the effectiveness of the semi-supervised text clustering based technological topic segmentation. To implement topic segmentation more accurately, it was necessary to add appropriate supervised data.
The number of clusters obtained after segmentation is shown in Fig. 5 . Total clusters is the total number of clusters obtained while valid clusters is the number of clusters whose containing document is larger than 0.5% of the total number of documents (In this study the number of valid clusters equals 25). When the number of documents contained in a cluster is too small, it is difficult to analyze, and these clusters are considered as noise clusters or invalid clusters. With the increase of K, total clusters increased, but the number of valid clusters was almost unchanged at around 10. This result is consistent with the feature that GSDMM can automatically determine the number of clusters. It shows that in the semi-supervised clustering, the Labeled-DMM model retains the feature of automatically determining the number of clusters.
Description result
After segmentation, the clusters required description to discover any potential emerging topics that typically distinguish them from traditional technologies. Taking a group of result topics with better metrics, description of first part and second are generated for each cluster, namely the description of common terms and method phrase. Since there are many important noun abbreviations in 3D printing technology, the first part of the description includes noun abbreviations in addition to noun phrases. For the clusters whose first two parts are highly consistent, a third part description was generated to make a detailed distinction. We used the natural language parser and OpenIE tools provided by the Stanford NLP team to extract the N-grams and relational triples, where 2 ≤ N ≤ 4 . In order to make the description more readable, stop words were removed before the phrase was extracted. Not only commonly used stop words are removed, such as a/the/as, but also some other common words in this field are removed. These words have specific meanings, but it is difficult to identify the distinction between some topics such as addictive/manufacturing/printing. The results of the first two parts of the description are shown in Table 5 . The number of documents in each cluster usually did not exceed 1000. There were few relation triples whose relation is use/employ/apply. This leads to the results that the frequency of the most high-frequency method phrase is 1. In this case, we manually selected 3 of the extracted method phrases for display. The parameters in the description take a = b = 3 and c = d = 5. In the result clusters, clusters 1-6 are labeled clusters, and clusters 7-11 are unlabeled clusters. Table 5 shows that the descriptions of clusters 2, 3, 5, 6, and 11 are clear, and the discrimination with other clusters is relatively high. Clusters 1/4/7 all include FDM, and clusters 8/9/10 all naming SLM. These cluster descriptions are overlapping.
The third part description of clusters 1/4/7 is shown in Table 6 . From Table 6 , cluster 4 describes FDM, where raster angle, extrusion temperature, tensile flexure, and other descriptions are more biased toward the FDM process. Both cluster 1 and cluster 7 describe the 3DP process, but cluster 7 is more biased toward the printing of electronic materials, while cluster 1 is biased towards the broader 3DP process.
The names of clusters 8/9/10 are all SLM, and they all have similar aspects in common terms and method phrase. It can be considered that the three topics are different aspects of the same technical topic. The third part description of clusters 8/9/10 is shown in Table 7 . Cluster 8 is more inclined to the macroscopic process. Cluster 9 is biased towards the application of the technology in the medical field. Cluster 10 is biased toward temperature changes and wafer changes in the melting process.
Emerging technologies identification
After understanding the meaning of technological topics using sentence-level semantics topic description, there are clear differences and relations between the segmented topics and the traditional technological topics. Emerging technologies can be obtained by identifying technical topics that have not been the subject of traditional technologies. To It differs from other technologies in that it is more focused on raster angle, build orientation, extrusion temperature, reinforced plastic, tensile flexural, while less talking about aerosol jet, inkjet printing, flow rate, radio frequency and laser melting 7
It differs from other technologies in that it is more focused on aerosol jet, flow rate, radio frequency, laser melting, flexible electronics, while less talking about raster angle, build orientation, extrusion temperature, drug loading and reinforced plastic more clearly reflect the comparison results, the generated topics were divided into the following three cases.
• The technologies contained in the traditional technological topics. Clusters 1-7 are topics that are contained in traditional technology topics. Their labels are consistent, and they also show their relevance in the topic description. For example, 3DP's commonly used term "ink printing," EBM common method "beam melting," and FDM's high-TF-IDF word "extrusion temperature." This description shows the relevance of these topics and technologies. The existence of these technological topics reflects the fact that related technologies still have technological invention activities.
• Technologies not included in the traditional technological topics. Clusters 8/9/10 are topics not included in the traditional technological topics. Their names are all SLM, and common terms and common device methods are similar. These three topics correspond to the same technology SLM. Its unique terms and methods, such as "laser melting" and "fiber laser" indicate the differences between SLM and traditional topics. This topic is considered to be a potential emerging technology topic.
• Topics that do not describe technology. Cluster 11 describes the supply chain, which has little to do with the 3D printing process, but is related to the entire 3DP industry chain. Since the search query is "additively manufacturing", articles that are not related to technology may also be included. This topic is not an emerging technology topic.
In summary, new technological topics were obtained after segmenting using semi-supervised text clustering Labeled-DMM and being described by the sentence-level semantics description generation method VSD. Comparing these new topics with traditional topics, the potential emerging technology SLM that is not included in traditional technological topics was found. The result shows that the proposed method can identify emerging technologies that are not included in the traditional technological topics and demonstrates that this method can be applied to the identification of emerging technologies.
There are technologies included in the traditional technological topics that are not obtained in the segmentation topics. In the traditional technological topics, polyjet, prometal, and LOM were not found. There are two possible causes for this. First, supervised data are lacking. The number of papers that can be retrieved on the WOS is comparatively small. This results in less supervised data for related topics and makes it difficult to provide effective supervision in the segmentation process. Second, raw documents are lacking. Three keywords, polyjet, prometal, and LOM, were directly searched in the raw documents, and the number of articles obtained was less than 10. This phenomenon indicates that these technologies may have less active technical activities and while still following the traditional technological trajectories.
In the process of segmentation, the results for each segmentation process may differ. There are many groups of results in which SLM and EBM are grouped together because of similarities such as using the same melting process. In practical application, several groups of experiments should be done to get good results as the final reference. Although this method uses the 3D printing domain knowledge in the topic segmentation, it does not take advantage of unique 3D printing technology characteristics such as special processes or principles. The existing technological topics of 3D printing and related documents need to be obtained to identify emerging topics. This method therefore identifies the emerging technological topics of 3D printing technology. This method should also be able to achieve the identification of emerging technological topics in biomedicine, smart manufacturing and other fields, if technological topics and related documents in the corresponding fields can be obtained.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel method that integrates the semi-supervised text-clustering model and the sentence-level semantic extraction to identify emerging technological topics. The topic segmentation uses the labeled-DMM model that incorporates the industrial domain knowledge (with technological experts) throughout the segmentation process. The topic description uses the VSD method that successfully generates semantic technological topics description at sentence-level.
The key findings and contributions include the following: First, this study proposes a novel method that can be used to identify the emergence of new technological topics and differentiate new topics by contrasting to old technological topics. This method is useful for analyzing fast-changing technological or industrial domains that have newly emergent, state-of-the-art technologies. We also present a table that shows the differences between the proposed model and the topic-clustering-based methods that have been used to forecast the emerging technology (Table 8 ). As shown in Table 8 , the main difference between our method and the existing topic-clustering approach is that the new framework explores future possibilities and understands the current topics of emerging technologies through both analysis of technological topic segmentation and description. Second, according to the analysis using the new method, the major promising technologies in new innovations of 3D printing is identified. This provides an opportunity for policy-makers and industrialists to develop 3D printing innovation strategies in the future.
There are some limitations that require further study. The method is intended to explore a future-oriented analysis of technological topics, rather than to forecast a specific event with a high uncertainty. A scenario-planning method may be useful to be integrated in further research if we wish to forecast the path-independencies produced by disruptive changes, such as technological breakthroughs. 
